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Chapter 6

1. INTRODUCTION

Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) (Williamson, 
Rajabifard & Feeney, 2003) have become increas-

ingly popular in geospatial communities. These 
SDIs facilitates the access to and the sharing of 
geospatial data by providing retrieval mechanisms 
to integrate underlying data sets. As a result, 
several initiatives, at country and continental 
levels, were taken for the development of SDIs, 
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ABSTRACT

Spatial data sharing among both private and public organizations is an old issue. Spatial Data 
Infrastructures (SDIs) have been proposed to solve data integration and discovery problems. Nonetheless, 
they can only partially work out these problems, as most of their catalog services are built on keyword 
based search. This approach always results in low precision on searching results. One of the greatest 
challenges in spatial integration is to provide the semantics for underlying data and services. This chapter 
describes a distributed catalog service that uses ontologies to describe underlying information so as to 
improve searching precision. The proposed catalog service can rewrite and propagate queries to other 
distributed catalogs to cooperate and exchange information directly without the traditional problems 
imposed by a centralized architecture.
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including the USA NSDI (“National Spatial Data 
Infrastructure,” 2010), the European INSPIRE 
(“Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the Eu-
ropean Community,” 2010), the Australian ASDI 
(“Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure,” 2010) 
and GSDI (“Global Spatial Data Infrastructure,” 
2010). Some countries have been considering the 
implementation of nationwide SDIs, as it is the 
case of Brazil (“Infraestrutura Nacional de Dados 
Espaciais,” 2010).

To design and develop a CDI one has to tackle 
several problems at the same time. This is due to 
the complexity inherent to spatial data. Currently, 
there exist standards for enhancing interoper-
ability in SDI, particularly those provided by the 
Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC), such as 
the Web Map Service (WMS) (“Web Map Ser-
vice Interface,” 2004), the Web Feature Service 
(WFS) (“Web Features Service implementation 
specification,” 2008) and the Web Coverage 
Service (WCS) (“Web Coverage Service imple-
mentation specification,” 2008); helps to reduce 
the complexity regarding access to spatial data. 
However, many problems still call for effective 
and efficient information discovery.

Catalog services have been proposed as a 
way to deal with information discovery in SDI. 
These catalogs are used for storing and managing 
information available for both data and services 
provided by federation SDIs. A client may query 
these catalog services to discover where geospatial 
data or services are found. Generally, the infor-
mation discovery process is based on keywords 
which relate to the syntax and structure of data 
sets; however, this process fails to explore the 
semantics inherent to either the query context or 
the application. This reduces the precision and 
the recall of the proposed overall SDI federation. 
Another important problem related to current 
SDI architectures is the centralization of catalog 
services. This centralization also entails some 
classical distributed system problems, including 
the existence of a single point of failure, a bottle-
neck for queries which reduces scalability, and the 

complexity of maintaining an updated catalog in 
relation to dynamic SDI data sources.

This chapter presents the catalog service of the 
Semantic Web Services - GIS (SWS-GIS) (Leite, 
Baptista, Silva & Silva, 2007). The SWS-GIS is 
an architecture for information sharing among 
members of an SDI federation. The main contri-
butions of this chapter are:

• the proposal of a semantic catalog service 
that uses inference to improve information 
discovery and facilitates spatial data inte-
gration among heterogeneous data sourc-
es; and

• the truly distributed catalog in which que-
ries may be posed from any SDI client 
without the need of a central catalog. In 
our approach, each SDI has its own cata-
log. When a particular query is submitted 
to any SDI catalog, it is rewritten and prop-
agated to other catalogs.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as 
follows: Section 2 discusses related works on 
information discovery in SDIs; Section 3 gives 
us a background on geospatial semantic web and 
spatial data infrastructures, focusing on the prob-
lems related to spatial data discovery; Section 4 
presents the example used to demonstrate our ap-
proach; Section 5 highlights the proposed catalog 
service for the discovery of spatial data in SDIs; 
and finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions 
and future directions of this research.

2. RELATED WORKS

Many relevant research works have been pro-
posed for the solution of spatial data discovery 
problems on SDIs via semantic web concepts. 
Nevertheless, most of these solutions focus on 
the use of semantics to get data from a single 
infrastructure. Such solutions do not consider the 
possibility of forwarding queries to other SDIs if 
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